Abstract. We give tables of zeros and values of the generalized Airy functions introduced by Swanson and Headley [SIAM J. Appl. Math., v. 15, 1967, pp. 1400-1412. The tables enable us to sharpen substantially results on the distribution of the zeros. We show that the nonreal zeros are asymptotically close to the boundary rays of the sectors obtained in the paper cited. We conjecture from the numerical evidence that the zeros monotonically approach the rays.
1. Introduction. In a previous article [9] , Swanson and one of the present authors discussed a pair of linearly independent solutions of the ordinary differential equation (1) d2uldz2 -z"u = 0, where z is a complex variable and 77 is a positive integer. This differential equation is of interest because, inter alia, it is the simplest ordinary differential equation of the second order with a turning point of order 77. It is thus a natural comparison equation to use when seeking uniform asymptotic expansions in unbounded regions containing a turning point of order n for general second-order equations. The equation we are discussing also arises in various physical situations; for example, the propagation of waves in varying media [1] .
In [9] two linearly independent solutions An(z), Bn(z) were chosen in such a manner that they became, for 77 = 1, the well-known Airy functions discussed in detail by Miller [3] , Olver [6] , Swanson [8] , and others. It was shown [9] that the zeros of An(z), Bn(z) and their derivatives were restricted to certain sectors of the complex zplane. Since it is known [6] that the real zeros of Ax(z) and B.(z) lie along the negative real axis, we asked ourselves whether we could obtain more precise information regarding the asymptotic distribution of the large nonreal zeros of An(z), Bn(z) and their derivatives. This information, if obtainable, would permit much sharper estimates of the maximum domain of validity for the uniform asymptotic expansions mentioned above. We, therefore, wrote a computer program to calculate the zeros, using reversion of the asymptotic series for the solutions of (1). (The tables, which also include the zeros of the derivatives A'n(z), B'n(z) and the values of An(z), Bn(z) at the zeros of A'n(z), B'n(z), appear at the end of this paper.) By inspecting these results, we were led to conjecture and prove that the large zeros zm lie close to the farther boundary ray of each of the sectors discovered in [9] ; indeed there is empirical evidence that in each of these sectors, larg(zm)l increases strictly with m. Inspection of the tables also reveals that even the small zeros lie close to the appropriate boundary ray. For example, if we consider An(z), we see that arg(zt) is within 0.04 radians of the boundary so that more than eighty percent of the sector is in fact zero-free. The results obtained in the present paper therefore constitute a substantial sharpening of known results, even in the classical case 77 = 1.
To improve the accuracy of the small zeros, we used Aitken's method with ascending series, then the results were checked by comparing them with known results [3] for 71 = 1 and by substituting into the ascending series and the asymptotic series for the solutions of (1).
2. Definitions and Background Material. As in [9], we define the functions An and Bn by the relations According to [9] , the functions An and A'n have no real zeros for even 77; but for odd 77, they have an infinite sequence of simple zeros on the negative real axis with no finite accumulation point. Moreover, nonreal zeros of An and A'n are all contained in the region \JkSk, where k takes all integer values in the range 0 < 2k < n 4 1, and Sk is the double sector {z: 2it7r/(77 + 1) < larg z\ < (2k 4 1)77/(77 + 2)}.
An analogous result holds for Bn and B'n; but in this case, the nonreal zeros lie in the region \JkS'k, where k takes all integer values in the range 0 < 2k < n 4 3, and S'k is the double sector {z: (2k -1)77/(77 + 2) < largzK (2k -1)77/(77 + 1)}.
3. Asymptotic Distribution of the Zeros. Theorem 1. For each positive integer n, the zeros of An or A'n which lie in the double sector Sk (0 < 2k < n 4 1) approach one of the rays larg zI = (2k 4 1)77/(77 + 2). That is, if the zeros in the sector Sk are arranged in ascending order of absolute value: \zkl I < \zk2\ < . . . < \zkm I < . . . , then js. *•»*.*-"-fi?-(*--••■.N^D* License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Moreover, the distance between successive zeros approaches zero as m approaches infinity.
Proof. For a zero z of An or Án in the upper half-plane, let f = Ze^k+x/2^ni. Then [11, (5) /ptf) = e(/c +x»«IpiZe-t*'2) = e(fc+ l/2»*'jp(Z) (-n/2 < arg Z < tt), and (6) /_"({■) = e-(fc+1/2>i"r'/_p(Z) (-77/2 < argZ < 77).
Making use of the relation [11, p. 74]
where Yp is Weber's Bessel function of the second kind of order p, we see that, for -7t/2 < arg Z < 77,
It follows that there exists a complex number a such that
To see this, we note that the equation tan a = co has solutions given by
hence a is well defined when co =£ ± /'. If we now set (9) tana = co =-«-<*"">'" sinP77-= -sin^_ e-(fc+l/2)p7ri cosp?r _ e(k + l/2)piri cospjr _ e(2fe+l)p7ri
we see that the exceptional values ± 7 of to occur when cos/377 = cosi2k 4 l)pit and sinp7r = ± sin(2fc + l)p7r; that is, when (2& + l)p7r = 2/77 ± pit (/ = 1, 2, 3, . . . ). But p = 2/(ti + 2), hence the exceptional values of cj only occur when 2k 4 1 = /(t? + 2) (/ = 1, 2, 3, . . . ).
Since 0 < 2fc < 77 + 1, it follows that the exceptional values of co cannot occur. Thus, a complex number a can always be found satisfying (7). It is known [11, pp. 505-506] The proof will be omitted since it is similar to that of Theorem 1. Remark. We conjecture from the numerical and asymptotic evidence that if zm is a zero of An or A'n in the sector Sk (0 <2k <n 4 1), then largzml increases strictly with 777; and that if zm is a zero of Bn or B'n in the sector S'k (0 < 2k < n 4 3), then I arg z I decreases strictly with m.
4. Computation of the Zeros. We shall find approximations to the zeros of An(z) by reverting the asymptotic series for the general cylinder function given by (7). Accordingly, let f j be a zero of the cylinder function (U) Jpi^) cos a-Ypi^) cos a, where (12) p = 1/(77 + 2), f, = 2pz1/(2'V(k+I/2>,r*,
and k is an integer in the range 0 <2k < n 4 1. It follows from known results [11, pp. 504-506] that the 7*th zero of (11) is given by
where (14) is obtained by integrating the asymptotic series It should be noted that if z is a zero of An(z) in the double sector {z: 2kTtlin + 1) < larg zl < i2k 4 1)77/(77 + 2)}, then it follows from (12) that larg f j I < tt; and, therefore, the asymptotic expansion (15) is applicable [11, p. 449] . On integrating (15) and making use of (14), we obtain the asymptotic representation where / takes all integer values in the range 0 < 21 < N 4 3. In each sector, the zeros are listed in ascending order of their absolute value. We give only the first ten zeros in each sector, but we note that the technique used gives accurate results for all the zeros. 
